from "clarinet part I heard"

not from my falling - on
my hip - on the sidewalk - the man
before in the group on the doorsill - calling
to me - going to ask for some
money - when there's the rudderless
boat in that

the man - in the traffic - by
trucks - on the bicycle - so
going - more slowly - than
them - there was no rudderless
boat - then - but him doing that

a man humiliating - in
front of his friends - so
that to be driven inward would
be on his ground - they may
think

going
off - someone -
of the butterfly - but
who's drunk with the
other
person - while driving

told - when the president's - making a
war - obviously in a context that's abroad
that to be driven inward would
be sentiment - of us - that's not
a stylized relation to another person
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